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I. General presentation of the PhD thesis
The PhD thesis of Dobri Dunchev consists of an introduction. an exnosition in three
chapters, a conclusion, recommendations and a list of references. The totui volume of the
dissertation is 218 printed pages. The dissertation contains 22 tabtes and 56 figures- 331
literalure sources were used, of which 17 in Cyrillic, 294 in Latin arid 20 web pages. The
literature sources are arranged in alphabetical order. first the sources in Cyriliic and then in
Latin. The PhD student uses the literature sources correcdy. They are skillfuiiy selected, focused
on the research topic. 'l-he literature review is rich. This gives grounds for the conclusion that
Dunchev is highly informed and r.vell acquainted with tlre theoretical achievements in the issues
srudied in the thesis.

il; i*J
the dissertation is actual, focusing
"t and precision agriculture. This is on two interrelated topics such as
innovative technologies
a significant issue that addresses the
challenges facing the implemenlation of innovations in agriculture. This is also due to the
spreading of the ecological element in agricultural procluction. This shows that the PhD thesis is
dedicated to an actual problem witlr public importance. PhD student Dunchev skilifully presents
his arguments forthe topicality of the problem, paying speciai attention and connectedthe costs
arising from the environmental problems and the need lbr implementation of innovations and
innovative solutions in agriculture. The object and the subject of the dissertation are rvell
defined. The soft fruit sector is determined as the object, and the subjecr is to assess the effect of
the application of innovative technologies in precision agricuiture.
II.

Assessment of the form and confent of the phD tbesis
The dissertation contents tlrree chapteff.

2,
The frsr chapter presents the theoretical reviov of sustainable development ancl its
dependence on innovations and technologies. It ccntents the essence of sustainable development.
A positive moinent in this part of the study is the theoretical revier.v of innovations -O
innovative technologies reiated to the nafure, feafures and tlpes of innovations, as r,vell as the
speed of entry of innovatiols. In this part oI the study, the PhD srudent includes the literature
review of precision agricuiture, considering its narune. componenrs and basic technologies in it.
This chapter includes t}e methodological framework of the study, presenting the effects and
inrpact of innovation in the agricultural sector, methods and approaches for analysis of efficiency
and analysis of t}e usefulness of technologies in precision agriculture.
The second chapter presents the technologies of growing soft fruits, analyzing rhe
technical and economic efficiency in the production of blackberrics f,or selecred cases. The phD
student skillfullypresents and aralvzes the technologies of growing blackberries in four selected
farms in the tIK and one in Bulgaria. The analyzes of rhe technical afld economic efficiency in
thc
selected five cases deserve special aftention,
- - ";;;il;t
* ;;;-";t ;;ffi and analyzes are detennined the possibilities for
technological development in Bulgarian agriculture ifrrougll digitalizatio". tn- iil;;
opportunities for cligiralization of agriculture in Bulgaria, as well as the review od national
stratedc documents in the field of information and'communication technologies could be highly
appreciared.
.

The PhD thesis is written in semantically and grammatically good language. in a high
style rvith economic orientation. PhD student Dunchei uses a l"n tJott;t or"**ihoa, io. ,i"
purposes of his research. They are wirh general scientific, anaiyical. empirical *j r*t"t.ri
ilature. He skillfulJy analyzes and evaluates primary and secondary ,ou."*, of informationDunchev is presented five publications - one independent article and four co-authored.
Frorn the presenbd publications, one is in Bulgarian and the others are in English. They are
directly related tc the topic of tlie dissertation and reflect.the main parts of it. The publications
are in the period 2}is,-2020.
The autoreferat presents correctl), the content of the dissert^aLion. containing the necessary
logical sequence. It includes the general characteristics of the PhD thesis, structure and content
zurd a briefly presents the dissertation, contribufions, publications on the topic of the dissertation
and a declaration of authenticib..

IU, scientific and practically applied contributions of the dissertation:
The following scientific and practically applied contributions can be ourlined in

the

dissertatir:n:

'/
more

'/

The theoretical basis of innovation, innovative technologies and precision agriculture are

clarified.
,
A methodology for evaluation of innovative

Bulgaria has been developed.
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technologies
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in precision agriculture
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